
Civilization Peace Corps’  

  

‘Civilization Peace Corps’ 
‘Civilization Peace Corps’ transition of a new directive in direction of civilized civilization to continue to transition 

forward in keeping civilization.  The jump from lower economic station state within the civilized country directive is 

a proposed objective once the reinstatement of survival classes (i.e. cooking) in high school curriculum could be a 

possibility.  In regards to reinstatement of survival classes in the United States of America known states Illinois, 

Wisconsin, Kansas, Oklahoma, Nebraska and Iowa as of the date 27 September 2017.  Knowledge of other states 

not presently known.  College classes are offered and small independent shops are available, to the lowest economic 

station states grants, scholarships and loans unknown at dated 27 September 2017. 
  
If the new directive of ‘Civilization Peace Corps’ was active in the United States of America the program detailed 

draft expanded in surmised summary program funded non-profit and government funded– To help keep what you 

lived your life for – Ownership of a house or purchase of could get a garden planted, harvested, caned for freezing 

free.  Monies saved by the owner or purchaser of home would go to the owner or purchaser to do with whatever they 

would like to or need to for their life style from home repairs or simply an out to dinner meal for once in their life or 

since the purchase of their home.  Hospice patents would have the option to have the flower gardened planted, 

maintained for free includes survival.  A two-year volunteer on-going program. Volunteer family housing for a 

volunteer would get benefits of reimbursement of water, gas/electric, sewage/waste removal and room painted at the 

end of volunteer’s service.  Churches or community buildings reimbursed for space usage, water, gas/electric, 

sewage/waste removal. Volunteers room, government food card, health insurance card, choice of states for service 

includes Alaska and Hawaii- qualifications for volunteers the high school classes need to do the job.  Transportation 

funded by government and donated fairs from transportation companies.  Apprenticeship program for volunteer for 

small business to large business shared time between 2 years.  Stipulation apprenticeship volunteer would be trained 

a state beyond where they lived and would not be able to open a shop in the state trained in or neighboring state to 

keep business from an accidental take over or put the business out of business in state trained in.   
  

In hopes in assisting the world.  
  

God’s Speed and Blessings,  
  
Carol Lee Brunk, 
Independent Educator Contractor 
Cellular contact: 1 224 239 9877   
Email carol.brunk@yahoo.com 
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